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I. INTRODUCTION
ONCENTRATOR photovoltaic systems offer the possibility for low cost electricity generation in regions with high values of Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI). However, the use of spectrally sensitive multi-junction (MJ) solar cells complicate the process of assessing the performance of the module since the system will be dependent upon the spectral distribution of sunlight, not just the total irradiance. India, where the modules are installed, has particularly varied atmospheric conditions, both in terms of aerosol distribution and precipitable water [1] . It is therefore important to determine the effects of these factors on the electricity yield and ensure that an investment in CPV technology in India will return the expected quantity of electricity. A pilot study was therefore performed at the Divecha Centre for Climate Change, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, where annual DNI is around 5-5.5 KWh/m 2 /day.
The performance of CPV module is influenced principally by the tracking accuracy, cell temperature and the incident spectrum. Any difference in the spectrum is first reflected in the short-circuit current (Isc) followed by the fill-factor and H. G. Kamath is with Divecha Centre for Climate Change, Indian Institute of Science, C. V. Raman Ave, Bangalore-560012, India (e-mail: harsh.kamath@hotmail.com, harshkamath@iisc.ac.in).
N. J. Ekins-Daukes, was with Department of Physics, Imperial College, London, SW7 2AZ, UK. He is now with School of Photovoltaics and renewable evaluated extensively by Meusel et al. [2] . Araki et al., who considered the case for spectral mismatches in Nagoya, Japan [3] while Hashimoto et.al made a comparative study between similar systems located in Aurora, USA and Okayama, Japan. They found that the spectrum is the key factor that is responsible for reduction in performance during the winter season at both the locations [4] . More recently, Chan et al. carried out a detailed study on effects of individual atmospheric parameters on energy yield [1, 5] . The effects of variation in spectral irradiance on MJ CPV systems is reported in [6] .
Previously, regression models have been used, empirically correlating various atmospheric parameters along with the power output. A review of various previously used methods for yield estimation can be found in [1] . Alternatively, a bottomup model that simulates the performance of the MJ cell, module optics and system using an equivalent circuit [7] has been validated for a module located in Toyohashi, Japan to estimate the annual yield which had an excellent agreement with experimental data [8] .
Here we extend a 'bottom-up' equivalent circuit model to analyse a CPV module located in Bangalore, India. Section II in this paper characterises the module behaviour and the following sections are on modelling and analysis of solar spectrum and CPV module, leading to fault diagnosis method in section V. The analysis of the module is complicated by the presence of a wide distribution of short circuit current of cells in the module which we have identified and characterised by comparing simulated and measured data under different atmospheric conditions. The present paper extends this analysis to the problem of identifying additional series resistance that have arisen during operation. In flat plate PV, degradation may be determined through IV parameters [9, 10] and visual inspection [11] and is found to depend on the geographical locations where the modules are installed [12] . Some methodologies exist to detect the faults like string disconnections in flat plate PV systems from a comparison of the ac power output recorded and estimated ac power from a model [13] , however it is generally more informative to use IV curve data to both identify module degradation [14] and the nature of the degradation. By fitting the IV curves under different irradiance conditions, a model for the faulty module was constructed and provides insight into the mode of degradation. It is necessary to measure the IV curves and have meteorological data (refer section 3) to use this method.
II. MODULE DESCRIPTION AND LOCAL ENVIRONMENT
A 820X CPV module with 25 triple junction InGaP/GaAs/Ge solar cells connected in series was supplied by Daido Steel and is mounted on a dual axis tracker by Green Source Technology. The acceptance angle of the CPV receiver is ±0.92 degree and recommended tracking accuracy is ±0.7 degree while the tracker accuracy is less than ±0.2 degree. A cell efficiency of 38.5% was achieved at Standard Test Condition (STC) and module efficiencies of 28% and 26% with fill-factors 83.4% and 82.8% were achieved at STC and Standard Operating Condition (SOC), respectively [15, 16] . The CPV receiver has a glass homogenizer that reduce the possibility of chromatic aberration. The band gap combination of the 3-junction cell at 298 Kelvin is 1.89 eV, 1.42 eV and 0.66 eV [8] . A schematic of the CPV receiver is shown in figure 1 . Fig. 1 . Schematic of the CPV receiver DNI was measured using a Kipp & Zonen CHP1 pyroheliometer and cell temperatures were sensed using PT100 temperature sensors embedded in the module under each solar cell. The temperature sensors do not influence the performance of the cells [17] . The IV curves were measured every ~20 seconds. A weather monitoring system Vintage Pro 2 supplied by Davis Instruments that measures the ambient temperature, wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity and atmospheric pressure was also used. 2 is recorded at around 11AM. January is winter in Bangalore and is a time of year when India has little cloud cover and receives high DNI; in contrast to Spain and South Africa where high DNIs are received in summers [18] . April is pre-monsoon and November is post monsoon. During the months of April and November, we see intermittent cloudiness, especially during afternoon and evening. The thermal behaviour of the module was verified using PT100 sensors located in a matrix across the module. The module is found to heat up quickly but cool down slowly. th January is shown in figure 3b . The individual cell temperatures within the module are important as the cell temperature is inversely proportional to Voc and the module Voc is the sum of individual cell Voc values. The value of Voc for individual cells are obtained using a computer model that has been optimised for the cells in our module (discussed later in section 4). We learn that the cell temperatures are higher at the module centre and lower at the module edges. This is consistent with the study conducted by Ota et.al [19] and Castro et.al [20] . The cell temperatures were further correlated with the wind speed and it is concluded that the temperature variation is small for the wind speed at the test location and wind speed did not have a huge impact on performance. 
III. THE SPECTRUM
To assess the performance of CPV module using equivalent circuit model simulations, it is necessary to produce the incident spectrum correctly as the sub-cell photocurrents heavily depend on it and also to decouple the effect of spectral difference from actual CPV performance. While the spectrum is seldom measured, the meteorological parameters such as Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) and precipitable water (PW) are available (from AERONET or other ground-based measurements). Hence, we can simulate the CPV system by modelling the spectrum using AOD and PW as prominent parameters with a radiative transfer model, as described in this work. Importantly, AOD and PW were not available for the site for spectrum modelling and the measured spectrum had spectral irradiance measurements only up to 1050 nm. Hence a methodology was developed using two irradiance models (SMARTS2 [21] & SPCTRAL2 [22] ) to estimate these from the measured spectrum and DNI data. The PW was estimated by fitting the measured and calculated spectrum in the regions where water absorption leads to dips in the solar spectrum, notably at 930 nm with SPCTRAL2 model and is used as an input to SMARTS2 to model the entire spectrum. The Shettle and Fenn (S&F) urban aerosol model in SMARTS2, which considers the effect of relative humidity on aerosols, was chosen to best match the short wavelength response and the AOD is adjusted so that the integrated spectral irradiance matched the measured DNI.
A few clear days were picked from the month of January 2014 and the spectrum was fitted using SPCTRAL2 and SMARTS2. The value of PW and AOD were noted from the fitted spectrum. Table 1 presents the parameters used for fitting the spectrum  and table 2 shows the calculated and measured parameters from fitted spectrum for 7 th of January 2014 which was a clear day and variation in AOD over the day was not much. The prominent parameter that effects the performance of a CPV system during such a day is airmass. Figure 4 illustrates the effects of AOD and PW on the spectrum. We can clearly see that the shorter wavelengths of the spectrum are mainly determined by the AOD, while PW leads to absorption features in the near-infrared. The spectral irradiance measured on the 7 th of January 2014 at 1 PM is shown in figure 5 along with the SMARTS2 modelled spectrum. The radiative transfer models work during clear skies. To account for cloudy conditions, a simple approximation could be made by linearly scaling the spectrum such that the measured DNI equals the integrated spectrum, with spectral shape maintained. The atmosphere above Bangalore is complex and some uncertainty arises in matching the measured data to the spectrum. The difference in short circuit current with the SMARTS2 modelled spectrum and the measured spectrum is shown in table 3, showing an absolute uncertainty of about 5 percent, even when the DNIs are in close agreement. This error is likely to arise through a combination of spectral irradiance and DNI measurement uncertainties. 
IV. DESCRIPTION OF SOLCORE
A computational framework for evaluating the performance of multi-junction solar cells has been developed called SolCore [23] . Written in the Python3 programming language it enables multi-junction solar cells to be simulated from the bottom up, starting with fundamental semiconductor properties of the component materials through to the full device which is ultimately encapsulated by a double-diode equivalent circuit which in turn enables arrays of cells to be configured into a module [8] [24] . The process is shown in figure 6 (a).
SolCore interfaces to the SMARTS2 radiative transfer code enabling the variations in atmospheric parameters discussed earlier to be accounted for. To model the individual cell, cell temperature at the test site and cell parameters like cell area, layer thickness and absorption coefficients are considered. Later, a SPICE circuit network is configured which in our case consist of 25 triple junction cells connected in series. The snippet of SPICE configured equivalent circuit where each cell consists of current sources, by-pass diodes and parasitic series and shunt resistances is shown in figure 6 (b). The network is solved using SPICE circuit solver by applying a voltage from -10 V to 75 V across the network in steps of 0.1 V and calculating the corresponding current flowing through the network. Figure 7 shows the experimental and simulated values of Voc and Isc for a modelled cell, before configuring the SPICE network. The value of measured Voc shown in figure 7 is the module Voc divided by number of cells, which in our case is 25. In the simulation, the input cell temperature to SolCore is the average of all channel cell temperatures. An offset value of temperature needs to be added to the measured average cell temperature as the cells are hotter than the temperature measured in the module behind the cell. The offset value of temperature was calculated by comparing the measured and simulated module Voc and empirically related to DNI (greater than 600 W/m 2 ) and is of the form, Because of current mismatches in module, the IV curve shows a gradual reduction in current with increasing bias and hence a poor fill-factor. To simulate the module with the cell current mismatch, our model uses a Gaussian distribution of short circuit currents. The value of variance for this distribution (which characterise mismatches of cell currents within the module) is fitted for the test module. The model is validated in Bangalore and figure 8 shows the measured and modelled IV curves. After decoupling the effects of spectrum on CPV performance, a fault was identified in the CPV module; here we consider anything that reduces the performance of CPV module beyond the expected performance limits under stable conditions (clear sky and clean optics) as a fault. The IV curve on 7 th January 2014 at 1 PM is shown in figure 9 (After the fault occurred, the fill-factor reduced to about 70% while the fill-factor without the fault is 79%). By adjusting the distribution in Isc, the cell current behaviour within the module could be modelled and compared with the IV curve expected with a much narrower distribution of Isc which is more typical of normal module behaviour; the frequency distributions of Isc used are shown in Figure 10 . V. FAULT DIAGNOSIS A fault in the module will reduce the energy output of the module. There might be many types of fault, for instance, increase in series resistance, reduction in shunt resistance, breakdown of by-pass diode, misalignment of module and high mismatch of cell currents within the module caused due to cell or optical degradation. Electrically resistive faults lead to a linear gradient in the IV curve close to Isc and Voc for respective shunt and series resistances. Our analysis fits the entire IV curve and can therefore provide additional information about the nature of the fault, beyond identifying whether it is purely resistive including mismatch losses in a string of CPV cells. For instance, in figure 9 , the absolute value of the gradient close to Voc for simulated IV curves are 0.32 S and 0.72 S for with and without the fault respectively while the measured absolute gradient is 0.28 S. It should also be noted that high mismatch of cell currents within the module could be either due to soiling of the module causing non-uniform illuminations or tracker mechanical errors/misalignment of module. However, in our case, the module was cleaned every day and tracker accuracy was checked periodically. With the method proposed here, we can diagnose the module, even when there is no previous measured data about performance available for comparison.
After identifying the fault in our module, we modelled the fault and a comparison of power with and without fault is shown in figure 11 . Here, the power without fault is simulated by turning off the fault in model. Further, simulations with the faulty and healthy conditions were run for all clear days of January, February and March 2014, when the spectral irradiance data was available and table 4 presents the daily average energy yield with and without fault together with the measured data.
The presence of faults can be identified by analysing the IV curves that are simulated using the equivalent circuit model without taking the module apart, in which case, we risk damage to the module. For example, a situation with large current mismatch in the module results in rapid degradation of current at lower bias conditions in IV curves. The flowchart of the algorithm for performance analysis and fault diagnosis is shown in Figure 12 . The algorithm can be triggered when the fill-factor of the concentrator module falls below certain lower threshold value, depending on module (In the present case, it is about 75%). The algorithm basically tries to fit the IMP (operating current point) by changing parameters that influence low bias current response and VMP (operating voltage point) by changing the parameters that influence the high bias current response. The algorithm tries to fit the IMP solely by increasing the mismatch in cell currents within the module (It can do so by increasing the variance of Gaussian curve, refer section 3). Increasing the mismatch would result in rapid degradation in current at lower bias in the IV curves. After fitting the IV curve at lower bias where the shunts and cell current mismatches are prominent, the algorithm looks at IV curve at higher bias where the series resistance is prominent. The algorithm checks if the value of VMP fits with 5% offset. If it does not, the algorithm increases the value of series resistance of all the current limiting cells (InGaP in our case) until it fits the VMP. This increase in series resistance could have originated from interconnection of cells, from a crack in solder junction or thermal stress. However, the method discussed in this paper lumps these resistances and replaces it with an incremental resistance ΔR connected in series with the InGaP cell. Thus, increasing series resistance of InGaP cell need not necessarily mean that the actual cell resistance is increased but is a way to account for losses. In the module under test in Bangalore, by analysing the histogram of IV fitted InGaP sub-cell currents, we find that there is huge mismatch in cell currents within the module. Further, by looking at the current response at high electrical bias at different DNI values and comparing the corresponding measured IV curves, we learnt that the series resistance has increased. As a consequence of these effects, the performance of the module is reduced. By using the algorithm under different atmospheric conditions, we could model the mismatch in Isc by setting the value of variance of Gaussian curve at 0.23. Also, the algorithm tells us that the value of series resistance (RS) of all InGaP cells must be increased by 0.0664 Ω. When we introduced the above-mentioned faults (variance and series resistance) in the model, we are getting the results that are consistent to measured quantities with less offset (See figure 11 and table 4).
VI. CONCLUSION
The incident spectral irradiance on a CPV module in Bangalore is constructed from meteorological parameters using the radiative transfer code SMARTS2, resulting in generally good agreement with the measured spectrum. While the effects of spectral mismatch on short circuit current of a CPV module are apparent in the module power output, this effect is dwarfed by the presence of significant current mismatch in the module. These module faults have been characterized primarily by introducing a wide variation of short circuit current in the module resulting in an acceptable match between calculated and measured results. Finally, a method to diagnose faults in CPV modules is discussed.
